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(132,134,135,136,137,138) having different protocols. A switch matrix (102,104,106,10S) contains at least a general connection 
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A COMMUNICATION SYSTEM FOR GENERAL CONNECTION 

INTERFACE MACHINES 

5     Background of the Invention 

The present invention relates to communication system and general connection 

interface machines, and more specifically, a system that allows general connection 

interface machines, each operating under a different protocol, to communicate with 

each other over a wide area. 

10 Computer networking technology has grown tremendously during the past 

decade. This leads to faster communicate speed between connected machines and 

wider geographic areas to deploy the machines. As a result of this new connected 

environment, many new communication architectures and applications have been 

developed. One example is the popularity of the World-Wide-Web, in which millions 

15     of servers and client computers are connected using the so-called "TCP/IP" protocol. 

Another example is the evolution of connection topology between storage resources. 

Recently, a new connection topology, called the storage area network ("SAN"), allows 

any-to-any connection between servers and storage devices. Under this topology, any 

server connected to a SAN can use any storage device connected to the SAN. 

20 One of the limitations of the conventional networked resource architectures is 

that the connected machines need to speak the same protocol. For example, under 

current SAN implementation, Fibre Channel is the connection protocol. However, 

there are many legacy storage devices that use the Small Computer System Interface 

("SCSI") protocol. It will be difficult to replace all these legacy storage devices with 

25     new Fibre Channel storage devices. Consequently, there is a need to develop an 

architecture that allows networking of machines of different protocols. 

Summary of the Invention 

The present invention is a wide-area data communication system that 

30     allows communication between general connection interface machines having different 

protocols. One embodiment of the present invention involves a switch matrix having at 

least a general connection interface port that can support one or more general 

connection interface machines. These machines and the port communicate using a 
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predefined protocol. Another general connection interface port can be installed in the 

same switch matrix or a different switch matrix that is far away from the first switch 

matrix. The second general connection interface port can support one or more general 

connection interface machines that communicate using a different protocol. The 

5     machines connected to the first port and the second port may be a host (i.e.. capable of 

sending commands), a device (i.e., capable or responding to commands), or a 

combination of hosts and devices. One aspect of the present invention is that a machine 

connected to the first port can send commands to, or receive command from, a specific 

machine connected to the second port, even though they normally cannot communicate 

10     with one another because they use different protocols. 

In this embodiment, each port is associated with a virtual general connection 

interface module. A physical machine (labeled the first machine) connected to this port 

communicates with the virtual module. An address mapping function is used to map 

the module with another physical machine (labeled the second machine) attached to 

15     another port (either in the same or a different switch matrix). Similarly, the second 

machine is associated with a virtual module that is in turn associated with the first 

machine. Each switch matrix has a switch module. Through the mapping function and 

the switch module, information can be delivered from the virtual module associated 

with the first machine to the virtual module associated with the second machine. The 

20     virtual module then delivers the information to its associated physical machine. As a 

result the physical machines in different ports can communicate with each other. 

In order for the switch matrixes to communicate with one another over long 

distances, each switch matrix contains an interswitch interface. The interswitch 

interface can be connected to a local or wide area network. Alternatively, the 

25     interswitch interfaces of two switch matrixes can be connected directly. 

In another embodiment of the present invention, each switch matrix contains a 

management module. A user can access the management module in a switch matrix 

(via a user terminal or the Internet) and issue management commands to the switch 

matrix or other switch matrixes. If a management command is intended for another 

30     switch matrix, the switch module of the user's switch matrix delivers the command to 

its interswitch interface. The command is then delivered to the interswitch interface of 

the other switch matrix. The switch module inside that matrix will deliver the 

command to its management module, which then executes the command. 

2 



These and other features and advantages of the present invention are described 

by the following detailed description of the embodiments together with the 

accompanying drawings. 

Brief Description of the Drawings 

Fig. 1 is a schematic diagram of a wide-area data communication system of the 

present invention. 

Fig. 2 is a block diagram of a switch matrix of the present invention. 

Fig. 3 is a block diagram of a virtual general connection interface module of the 

present invention. 

Fig. 4A is a block diagram of a management module of the present invention. 

Fig. 4B is a flow chart showing the operation of a startup module of the present 

invention. 

Figs. 5A and 5B are schematic diagrams showing the address mapping of the 

present invention. 

Fig. 6 shows the data format of a packet of the present invention. 

Fig. 7 is a block diagram of an exemplary switch fabric of the present invention. 

Detail Description of the Present Invention 

The present invention comprises a novel system and related methods for a wide- 

area communication system. The following description is presented to enable any 

person skilled in the art to make and use the invention. Description of specific 

applications is provided only as examples. Various modifications to the preferred 

embodiments will be readily apparent to those skilled in the art, and the general 

principles defined herein may be applied to other embodiments and applications 

without departing from the spirit and scope of the invention. Thus, the present 

invention is not intended to be limited to the embodiments shown, but is to be accorded 

the widest scope consistent with the principles and features disclosed herein. 

Fig. 1 shows a schematic diagram of a wide-area data communication system 

100 of the present invention. System 100 comprises a plurality of switch matrixes 

(such as matrixes 102, 104,106 and 108). These matrixes can communicate with each 

other through various communication means. For example, matrix 102 can 

communicate with matrix 104 through a direct link 112; matrix 104 can communicate 
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with matrix 108 through a wide area network 114; and matrix 108 can communicate 

with matrix 106 through a local area network 116. Each matrix can manage a plurality 

of general connection interface ("GCI") machines. In the present invention, GCI refers 

to an interface system for connecting machines that communicate and transfer 

5     information using a predefined protocol. Some examples of popular GCI are Small 

Computer System Interface (SCSI), Fibre Channel, Firewire and Universal Serial Bus 

(USB). In Fig. 1, switch matrix 102 is connected to a connection 122 and switch 

matrix 104 is connected to connections 123 and 124. Other connections 125-127 are 

also shown in Fig. 1. It should be noted that a connection may comprise of two or more 

10     connectors (e.g., each connector may be a copper wire). For example, a parallel-type 

connection may have more than eight connectors, while a simple serial-type connection 

may need only two connectors. 

A GCI machine 132, generally known as a host, is attached to connection 122 

and a GCI machine 134, generally known as a device, is attached to connection 123. In 

15     the present invention, a host is a machine in a GCI system that initiates GCI commands, 

and a device is a machine in a GCI system that services GCI commands. An example 

of a host is a networked thin-client computer and an example of a device is a disk drive. 

Examples of GCI commands are "read" and "write" commands. Note that some GCI 

machines can function as both a host and a device. An example of such a machine 136 

20     is a network computer containing a shared disk drive. One aspect of the present 

invention is the ability to handle these kinds of machines efficiently. 

In the present invention, each GCI machine can communicate with other GCI 

machines served locally by a switch matrix. For example, a host 135, connected to a 

connection 124 of switch matrix 104, can communicate with a device 134 connected to 

25     connection 123 served locally by switch matrix 104. At the same time, each GCI 

machine can also communicate with other GCI machines connected to remote switch 

matrixes. For example, host 132 can send commands to a device 137 served by matrix 

108, and device 137 can return data to host 132. One aspect of the present invention is 

a mapping protocol that allows global communication by all the GCI machines. 

30 The switch matrixes of the present invention can be managed by users. In Fig. 

1, a user can connect a terminal 140 to one of the switch matrixes (such as matrix 102), 

and the user can issue management commands to any switch matrix in system 100. 

Alternatively, the user can use a separate computer running a regular browser 

4 



application 141 to send commands to the switch matrixes (such as matrixes 104 and 

108) in system 100 through wide-area network 114. 

In the present invention, management command travels through the same 

communication paths used by regular commands and data of the GCI machines (e.g., 

5     direct link 112, wide area network 114 and local area network 116). This 

communication method is called "inband management." Further details of this method 

will be below. 

Description of Switch Matrixes 

10 Fig. 2 shows a block diagram of a switch matrix 200 of the present invention. 

Matrix 200 can be used as any of the matrixes 102,104,106 and 108 of Fig. 1. Matrix 

200 contains a switch module 202 that performs the switching functions of the present 

invention. It also contains a plurality of GCI ports, such as ports 204 and 206. Each 

port can be connected to a GCI connection, such as connections 210 and 212. These 

15     ports contain the necessary hardware and software for communicating with GCI 

machines connected to the corresponding connections. For illustrative purposes, 

connection 210 is a SCSI bus and connection 212 is a USB bus. Each connection can 

be connected to a plurality of hosts, devices, and host-device enabled machines. Fig. 2 

shows a representative GCI machine 207 connected to connection 210 and a 

20     representative GCI machine 208 connected to connection 212. 

In matrix 200, a virtual GCI module is installed to handle machines connected 

to each GCI port. For example, virtual GCI modules 214 and 216 are installed to 

handle GCI machines connected to GCI ports 204 and 206, respectively. The virtual 

GCI module is a software module that sends and receives commands and data to and 

25     from GCI machines. Fig. 3 shows the structure of a virtual GCI module. Each GCI 

module contains a virtual host module 254 (for interacting with a physical device) and i 

virtual device module 256 (for interacting with a physical host). Virtual host module 

254 is able to send commands to a physical device and virtual device module 256 is 

able to respond to commands from a physical host. As an example, a virtual SCSI 

30 module serves as virtual GCI module 214 of switch matrix 200 because physical GCI 

machine 207 connected to port 202 is a SCSI machine. If GCI machine 207 is a SCSI 

device, virtual host module 254 can send a "read" command to GCI machine 207. On 

5 
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the other hand, if GCI machine 207 is a SCSI host, virtual device module 256 can 

respond to a "read" command from machine 207. 

Matrix 200 also contains a management module 218 for managing the 

operations of matrix 200. Module 218 is connected to a user interface module 220. 

5     This module interacts with a user terminal 222. It allows a user to enter commands to 

control the operation of switch matrix 200 and other matrixes in communication system 

100. Matrix 200 is connected to user terminal 222 directly or via a network connection. 

Alternatively, user interface module 220 can interact with a browser through wide area 

network 114 of Fig. 1. 

10 Management module 218 allows a user to configure the switch matrixes in 

communication system 100. The configuration information (e.g., the addresses of the 

hosts and devices attached to each matrix) is stored in a nonvolatile memory 224. This 

information is accessible by switch module 202, and is used for delivering information 

to appropriate machines. Management module 218 may also communicate with 

15     various virtual GCI modules. 

Matrix 200 optionally contains an interswitch interface 230 for connecting 

matrix 200 to other matrixes through a link 231. Link 231 may be connected to a 

network (e.g., local or wide-area). Thus, link 231 may be connected to local area 

switch 116 or wide area network 114 of Fig. 1. Using interswitch interface 230, GCI 

20     machines 207 and 208 can communicate with a large number of other GCI machines 

located far from matrix 200. Matrix 200 contains a switch address 226 so that it can be 

uniquely identified in communication system 100. 

In matrix 200, the virtual GCI modules 214 and 216, management module 218 

and interswitch interface 230 are connected to switch module 202 via switch interfaces 

25     232-235, respectively. These switch interfaces provides a uniform protocol for 

individual modules to communicate with switch module 202. 

Management Module 

Management module 218 performs two basic functions: (a) setting up 

30     configuration of a local switch matrix (i.e., the matrix in which module 218 resides) 

and (b) setting up a global linkage so that all the GCI machines in communication 

system 100 can communicate with each other. 



Management module 218 allows a user to enter configuration information using 

user terminal 222. For example, the user can assign (or change) switch address 226. A 

user can also issue commands to management module 218 (e.g., requesting it to scan 

the ports to determine the types of machines attached to the switch matrix). 

5 Fig. 4A shows the structure of software components used in management 

module 218 for setting up local configuration. It contains a startup module 272 that 

executes at system startup. One of its functions is to determine the structure of switch 

matrix 200 (e.g., the types and IDs of machines attached to each GCI port). The 

information is preferably stored in a configuration table inside nonvolatile memory 224. 

10     For those machines that can handle hot plug-and-play (i.e., a USB-type GCI machine 

that can be attached or removed from a connection without the need to re-boot the 

system), management module 218 also contains a heart-beat inquiry module 274. It 

periodically sends out heart-beat inquiries to the plug-and-play machines so that 

information about the switch module can be kept current. 

15 Fig. 4B is a flow chart 280 of the operation of startup module 272. In step 282, 

module 272 reads a nonvolatile system configuration file (not shown) to determine the 

number and types of GCI ports that have been installed in the switch matrix. In step 

284, module 272 loads the appropriate virtual GCI modules matched to the ports. For 

example, if a SCSI port is installed in the switch matrix, a SCSI-compatible GCI 

20     module is loaded to match with the SCSI port. Similarly, if a USB port is installed in 

the matrix, a USB-compatible GCI module is loaded to match with the USB port. In 

step 286, startup module 272 requests each GCI module to send inquiries to individual 

machines attached to the port to determine their characteristics (e.g., device ID. etc.). 

In step 288, the information obtained by startup module 272 is stored in a status table 

25     inside memory 224. 

As mentioned above, the management module can also be used to set up a 

global linkage so that all the GCI machines in communication system 100 can 

communicate with other GCI machines. A user can connect a terminal to any switch 

matrix, and use the management module therein to set up the linkage. Each switch 

30     matrix is identifiable using its switch address. More details of this aspect of the 

invention will be described below. 
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Address Mapping 

If a host is connected to a GCI port, a user can select devices in system 100 that 

are accessible by this host. In the present invention, the device can be located 

anywhere in communication system 100. The number of devices may be limited by the 

5     associated GCI protocol. This is because some GCI protocols place an upper limit on 

the number of devices that can be connected to a host. For example, a SCSI host can 

communicate with up to fifteen SCSI devices. 

For simplicity, communication between GCI machines connected to a single 

switch matrix is first described. As explained in more detail below, in order extend the 

10     mapping across multiple switch matrixes, the matrix address needs to be included in the 

mapping. 

Every GCI machine attached to a switch matrix has an address (either host 

address or device address). The complete address of a machine in the switch matrix 

consists of (a) the machine's ID on its own connection, based on its GCI protocol (the 

15     GCI ID), and (b) the port number of the port on the switch matrix to which that 

connection is attached to. As an example, under SCSI protocol, each machine has a 

"LUN", which corresponds to the machine's ID in this disclosure. The machine is 

normally connected to a SCSI port. This port may be one of several SCSI ports (e.g., 

some SCSI cards contain two ports each). Each port is assigned a port number. Thus, 

20     the combination of the port number and the LUN uniquely identify the machine 

attached to the switch matrix. 

The addressing mechanism of a GCI device is first described. In the system of 

the present invention, a real GCI device (connected to a first port) is mapped to a 

virtual device in a second port (implemented as a virtual device module loaded into a 

25     the second port). For example, a real GCI device 302 in Fig. 5A is mapped into a 

virtual device 304 (implemented by loading a virtual device module 305 in the switch 

matrix). Virtual device 304 then emulates the real device to a host 306 that is 

connected to the switch matrix. Virtual device 304 serves as a conduit for forwarding 

GCI commands to, and receiving responses from, real device 302. Note that the real 

30     GCI device need not follow the same GCI protocol as the host. For example, real GCI 

device 302 may be a USB device while real host 306 may be a SCSI host. Also, a 

single real GCI device can be mapped to multiple virtual devices (each implemented by 

loading a corresponding virtual device module into a GCI port in the switch matrix). 

8 



Note that the mapping of a GCI device preferably allows a transformation of the 

device's GCI ID so that a user can assign any valid ID to virtual device 304 with 

respect to the second port. This assigned ID may be different from the actual ID of real 

device 302 in the first port. 

5 To complete the communication link, a real host is mapped as a virtual host in a 

similar manner as the above-described device. For example, real host 306 can be 

mapped into a virtual host 308, A virtual host module 309 is loaded in the switch 

matrix to implement virtual host 308. 

The above-described addressing mechanism is implemented using address 

10     mapping functions, described in detail below, that take a partially specified address and 

produce a fully specified address. The full address is used by switch module 202 to 

route GCI commands and data from one GCI machine to another. In an embodiment of 

the present invention, switch matrix commands "sendGCICmd()" and 

"replyGCICmdO" use the output of the mapping function to setup the transfer of the 

15     GCI information across switch module 202. 

As mentioned above, there are GCI machines that can function as a host and a 

device. In this case, the host and device are mapped individually using the same 

method disclosed above. 

Fig. 5B shows the mapping functions used in the present invention. The 

20     mapping function D is the target mapping function. D takes the device ID assigned to 

virtual device 304 (DID*) as inputs and produces a full address of real device 302. 

This address is then used by switch module 202 to route information to the correct port 

(in this case, port 1) and to select the correct device attached to that port (e.g., LUN=3). 

In this example, the mapping function D resides in virtual device module 305, As 

25     disclosed above, a particular real device can be mapped to multiple virtual devices 

simultaneously. In this case, each of the multiple virtual device modules associated 

with the multiple virtual devices has a different mapping function D because a different 

input DID* is used in each module's mapping function to produce the same real device 

address. 

30 The mapping function H is the host mapping function. Function H takes the 

virtual host ID (HID*) and produces the full address of the real host ID. Each virtual 

host module has its own host mapping function. The same real host can be mapped to 

different virtual hosts. H may also have a default host mapping sentinel value, which is 

9 
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used when no host mapping has taken place. When the virtual host module receives 

this value it uses its own host ID default on the connection. 

Another mapping function R is the return address function. R takes the real 

host ID and produces the return address for the real host. This mapping need not be 

5     user configurable. The return address is used to route the command's response back to 

the originating host. 

As an example, device 302 in Fig. 5A has been mapped to host 306's 

connection through virtual device module 305. The real device ID is DID, but this 

device shows up as DID* on the connection to which it has been mapped. Host 306 has 

10     been mapped from the actual ID, HID, to HID* in the port connecting to device 302. 

Thus, if host 306 issues a command to device 302 it must select DID*. Virtual device 

module 305 responds to this DID* using its mapping function D and produces a 

command packet that is sent across the switch module to virtual host 308. In this 

embodiment, all commands are sent by calling sendGCICmd() with the outputs of the 

15     mapping functions as its inputs. A reply to a command is sent using replyGCICmd() 

using only the command structure as its input. 

The command sendGCICmd() calls the appropriate switch module transport 

functions and parses the mapping results as required. The command replyGCICmd() 

calls the appropriate switch module transport function and parses the mapping results 

20     information embedded into the command packet as required. The information carried 

in the packet originally sent by sendGCICmdO should be sufficient to get the command 

packet back to the host without any information provided by sources outside of the 

transport function. 

As mentioned above, the mapping description provided so far is applicable for 

25     communication between GCI machines connected to a single switch matrix. In order to 

provide a complete address across the whole communication system 100, the matrix 

address of the switch matrix is included as an additional parameter in the mapping. As 

an example, the matrix address may be the Internet Protocol (IP) address. As a result, 

each GCI machine can be uniquely identified by its (a) ID in a connection (e.g., the 

30     LUN), (b) the port number of the port that handles the connection, and (c) the matrix 

address of the switch matrix (e.g., the IP address). As an example, the mapping 

function D now takes the form: 

D(DID*) => (matrix address, port number, device ID). 

10 



Switch Interface 

As mentioned above, management module 218, virtual GCI modules 214 and 

216, and interswitch interface 230 are attached to switch interfaces 234,232,233 and 

5     235. respectively. These switch interfaces convert the information from the original 

modules to a format understandable by switch module 202. Fig. 6 shows a data format 

of a packet 320 that can be used for this purpose. Packet 320 contains a header portion, 

a payload portion, and a checksum (error detection) portion. The header and checksum 

portions are used by switch module 202 for switching purposes. On the other hand, the 

10     payload portion contains digital data generated by virtual GCI modules 214 and 216 or 

management module 218. For example, the payload may contain a GCI command, 

GCI data (originated from a virtual GCI module), or configuration information 

(originated from management module 218). 

The checksum portion contains a checksum (calculated using conventional 

15     methods) of the digital data in the header and payload portions. The header portion 

preferably contains the following fields: (a) a "magic" value used for consistency 

checking, (b) a "source address," i.e., the mapped address of the sender, (c) a 

"destination address," i.e., the mapped address of the receiver of the packet, (d) a 

"type" for indicating the consumer of the packet, such as switch module 202, 

20     management module 218, interswitch interface 230, or a virtual GCI module 214 or 

216, (e) a "sequence number" of the packet, (f) a "packet number" designating the total 

number of packets that contain the complete information, and (g) a "length" for 

indicating the byte count of the present packet. These fields allow switch module 202 

to process the information efficiently. 

25 

Switch Module 

Switch module 202 could be a conventional switch fabric that delivers packets 

from their source to their destination. An exemplary switch fabric 350 is shown in Fig. 

7. It comprises a bank 352 of input buffers (labeled buffers IN-1, IN-2 and IN-N) and a 

30     bank 354 of output buffers (labeled buffers OUT-1, OUT-2 and OUT-N). The input 

and output buffers are linked by an interconnection fabric 356. The operation of fabric 

356 is controlled by an arbiter 358. Each input buffer is associated with a selected one 

of the virtual GCI modules, management module or interswitch interface. For example, 

11 
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GCI modules 214 and 216 are associated with buffers IN-1 and buffer IN-2. 

respectively. In this case, data from GCI modules 214 and 216 is sent to buffer IN-1 

and buffer IN-2. respectively, through connections 362 and 363, respectively. 

Similarly, each output buffer is associated with a selected one of the virtual GCI 

5     modules, management module or interswitch interface. For example, GCI modules 214 

and 216 are associated with buffers OUT-1 and buffer OUT-2, respectively. In this 

case, data intended for GCI modules 214 and 216 is routed to buffer OUT-1 and buffer 

OUT-2, respectively, which is then delivered to the respective GCI modules through 

connections 366 and 367. 

10 As mentioned above, data from GCI modules 214 and 216 may have different 

protocols because the connections they are associated with interface using different 

protocols. Consequently, interconnection fabric 356 also contains a protocol translator 

360. As a result, the data delivered to output buffers OUT-1, OUT-2,..., OUT-N 

conforms to their respective output protocol. 

15 

InBand Management 

As mentioned above, the management module in any of the switch matrixes can 

be used to manage communication system 100. Data and command packets generated 

by the management module of a first switch matrix and intended for a second switch 

20     matrix are routed by the switch module of the first switch matrix to its interswitch 

interface. The packets are then delivered to the second switch matrix and received by 

its interswitch interface. When the switch module of the second switch matrix realizes 

that the packets are intended for its management module (e.g., by reading the '"type" 

field of the header), the switch module will route the packets to its management 

25     module. The management module of the second switch matrix then executes the 

command or uses the received data. As a result, the management module of the first 

switch matrix can manage the second switch matrix. 

The invention has been described with reference to specific exemplary 

embodiments thereof. Various modification and changes may be made thereunto 

30     without departing from the broad spirit and scope of the invention. The specification 

and drawings are, accordingly, to be regarded in an illustrative rather than a restrictive 

sense; the invention is limited only by the provided claims. 

// 
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CLAIMS 

I claim: 

5 1.      A switching apparatus having at least a first and a second general 

connection interface port, said first general connection interface port being connected to 

at least a first machine that can send a command to said first general connection 

interface port using a first protocol, said first machine having a first identification 

number known to said first general connection interface port, said second general 

10     connection interface port being connected to at least a second machine that can respond 

to a command from said second general connection interface port using a second 

protocol, said second machine having a first identification number known to said 

second general connection interface port, said apparatus comprising: 

a first virtual module, coupled to said first general connection interface port, 

15     that can respond to a command from said first machine, said first virtual module having 

a second identification number known to said first general connection interface port; 

a second virtual module, coupled to said second general connection interface 

port, that can send said command to said second machine, said second virtual module 

having a second identification number known to said second general connection 

20     interface port; 

an address mapping function for mapping said first machine to said second 

virtual module and said second machine to said first virtual module; and 

a switch module for delivering information from said first virtual module to said 

second virtual module using said mapping function; 

25 whereas said command is sent by said first machine to second machine through 

said first virtual module, said switch module and said second virtual module. 

2. The apparatus of claim 1 further comprising a first switch interface 

coupling between said first virtual module and said switch module and a second switch 

30     interface coupling between said second virtual module and said switch module. 

3. The apparatus of claim 2 wherein said switch interface further comprises 

means for forming a packet that contains said command. 
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4.      A communication system connected to at least a first machine that can 

send a command using a first protocol and a second machine that can respond to a 

command using a second protocol, said first machine having a first identification 

5     number known to said first protocol, said second general connection interface port 

being connected to at least, said second machine having a first identification number 

known to said second protocol, said system comprising: 

a first switch apparatus; and 

a second switch appratus; 

10 said first switch apparatus comprising: 

a first general connection interface port connected to said first machine, 

a first virtual module, coupled to said first general connection interface 

port, that can respond to a command from said first machine, said first virtual module 

having a second identification number known to said first general connection interface 

15 port; 

a first address mapping function for mapping said second machine to 

said first virtual module; and 

a first switch module for delivering information from said first virtual 

module to said second switch apparatus using said first mapping function; 

20 said second switch apparatus comprising: 

a second general connection interface port connected to said second 

machine, 

a second virtual module, coupled to said second general connection 

interface port, that can send said command to said second machine, said second virtual 

25     module having a second identification number known to said second general 

connection interface port; 

a second address mapping function for mapping said first machine to 

said second virtual module; and 

a second switch module for delivering information from said first 

30     switch apparatus to said second virtual module using said second mapping function; 

whereas said command is sent by said first machine to second machine through 

said first and said second switch apparatus. 

14 



5. The apparatus of claim 4 further comprising a first switch interface 

coupling between said first virtual module and said first switch module and a second 

switch interface coupling between said second virtual module and said second switch 

module. 

5 

6. The apparatus of claim 5 wherein each of said first and said second 

switch interfaces further comprise means for forming a packet that contains said 

command. 

10 
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